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About This Game

You're an Osmo, a strange creature indeed. You explore the galaxy in your spaceship, and the planets you encounter are almost
as bizarre as the Osmos themselves. There are seven worlds presented for your consideration, each more goofy and peculiar than

the last. Cosmic Osmo is a game about exploration and discovery, not winning or challenges.

Children and adults will both find something to enjoy in this early gem from the creators of Myst.
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overall it's a good music game for relax.. This game is hands-down amazing - just looking at videos or screenshots doesn't do it
justice. At £4 (or free on their website!) this will give many, many hours of enjoyment (and fun frustration).

The fact that it uses hyperbolic geometry at first made me think it was a one-note gimmick game, or something designed only
for maths geeks. Instead this game has a surprising amount of replayability due to the unique rules and enemies in each of the
(as of writing) 54 lands you can explore. The fact that I know nothing about geometry hasn't interrupted my enjoyment - I still
don't know anything, I'm just more aware of how much I don't know!

I was aware of this game due to a fondness for roguelikes, but a frustration towards how lengthy such games can be, as well as
the fact some have steep learning curves or fiddly interfaces. This game still has many of the traditional features of roguelikes -
procedurally generated, turn-based, permadeath, etc. but with a minimalist style (no inventory for example, except in the new
“Orb Strategy mode”), and shorter games (certainly less than an hour, unless you're going for the hardest achievements). It
manages to have simple rules but be (at times) fiendishly difficult, and each land requires a different strategy. I imagine even
people who don't like roguelikes would find this game delightful.

Achievements in this game are really satisfying too. I'm generally not one for being too fussed about achievements, but most of
the ones in this game manage to actually be challenging, as well as encourage you to explore all the different lands and game
modes.

As of writing I've only put ten hours into the game, but I wouldn't be surprised if I spent another 50 hours, if not more.. I
normally don't give immediatly bad ratings, bought it for 3,99\u20ac and still don't feel it's worth it. Why?

PROS:
- have many character and face portrait parts...
- layering, hue and other paint.net options...
- animation preview...
- Steam Workshop (didn't tried that out, but some objects look nice, but a developer shouldn't rest on those)

CONS:
- ...that you can find all in the specific RPG Maker
- ...but paint.net is free
- ...that sometimes doesn't appear and sometimes it does (don't see a pattern there)
- you need to close the programm with the Task Manager in Windows 8.1 64 Bit (else steam say's forever Game
  Character Hub is still running)
- the RPG Maker XP is a mess, every single part needs to be moved manual, because nothing fits
- easy things are really laborious to do, like mark pixels, mark cells (much easier on paint.net)

CONCLUSION:
I hope I mentioned all above, but all in all I can't recommend it. The RPG Maker VX\/Ace editor is decent, but nothing special.
Most parts are in the Character Generator of VX ACE, only 1 or 2 are from the GCH itself. For that pricing I really expect
more, because there are free tools that are easier to use and have all the options GCH has. If you plan buying it for XP, then
don't do it, every part needs to be moved manual!!!
Probably the rating would be better, if "Second Story" would be implemented in the GCH and didn't cost another 3,99\u20ac
normal price or at the moment 2,99\u20ac. That way, it's a cheap rip of from the Game Creator from VX Ace which is not
worth money. (\\s\/). Fun point and click romp through a 1970s corprate spy thriller!. Worse than flash TD's you'll find
anywhere. Clumsy controls, bad music, crashes a lot. Wouldn't recommend :(. It's a great game but I've been waiting for them to
add NPC's to it for over 10 years so they added cars instead. I've been playing since the early build days when it wasn't on
Steam.. I have to say that I just stopped playing a few years after they updated the models to be 3d instead of 2d sprites. I loved
the old 2d look but just kind of got bored with the bland 3d model look after so many years of playing.

It is basically like the early days of DayZ Mod in Arma 2 (thousands of hours played in that, more so than PZ), but as there are
other games like Rust out there that grab my attention more and Project Zomboid is very slow and methodical, I just stop
playing after a while. Also none of my friends play the multiplayer since I don't know anyone else who loved this game like I did
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back in the day, so I have really never tried multiplayer at all.. My name is Vort the Heartstriker. I am the ruler of the great
kingdom of aslona,
fighting against the young rebellion Faradal the Kinslayer and other Overlords and
bandit gangs who pester my lands.

Those who dont obey, SHALL DIE !!

I am Vort the Heartstriker.
I am King of Aslona.
I, am THE LAW!
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I like the game; it's a fun little game that I can play if I have 5 minutes to spare and nothing else to do. I am, however,
experiancing crashes every 5 minutes or so. Overall, I think it's a fun game that could become great with the right development..
turbo pug was the best idea ever, i will be the #1 supporter for the developer. Ok so I gave it some time to review this but with
200 hours into I feel like I can make a fair review.

First off THIS IS A GREAT GAME! With some serious potential. For $15 its way better then DayZ, Atlas, Ark, etc. I played
them all.

You kill A LOT of Zombies in this game. Almost to much....It can be frustating at night and annoying with the amount that
spawns. Are their some bugs? A few but non game breaking ones. Game looks GREAT!

Probably my FAVORITE thing about the game is it has a PVE zone (Start area and half of the current Map) and a PVP zone.
WHY CANT EVERY GAME DO THIS????? Problem is though is at least on my server PVP is non existent.....

Which brings me to my next point. Hardly anybody plays this game....Which is SAD! Because it's such a GREAT GAME!

Content needs to be added and the DEVS have done a good job fixing/updating the game. Currently you only have access to id
say 25% of the map. But it's still HUGE! They have said they are going to add Vehicles which will be WELCOME. But you can
easly fast travel around so it's not like DayZ where you have to run/drive across the map.

Tons of guns/Melee weapons. Needs some work on melee and up close zombies with guns but I sure it will be worked out.

Honestly its soooooooo SAD! That not many people play this game.....But play trash like DayZ, Scum, Atlas, etc.

The game in its current state is fun but not much to do end game besides hack robots, and the slow PAINFUL grind to get to
level 40. But with a ton of map/zombies to have yet been releases I am hopeful that this game will be a hot one in a years time..
THIS IS AWESOME! The best VR Game i have played so far. What a great work! Please keep developing this game! I would
pay 100 $ for a whole game! This is better than 99% of the games that are available so far. Wow, loved it! Please continue!
please!. Eeh... It's ok for about 40 minutes. Cool song. Pretty easy. Nothing to write home about.. The FOF series has been one
of my favorites since it first came out in 1998 and FOF7 is by far the best of the series. Sure, there aren't any fancy graphics,
but what beats in the heart of this game is the most realistic football simulator ever created. Believe me, I've looked. So if you're
tired of simulating games of Madden where the AI gives your star RB only 3 carries and the final score is 15-6, this is the game
for you.
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